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Detective Comics #881
Writer: Scott Snyder
Artists: Jock, Francesco Francavilla

I don’t follow or even watch football, but I’m going to use a football analogy:

Scott Snyder caught and good pass and right out of the gate, started on a brilliant run, gaining 
momentum and heading straight for the end zone with gusto and determination, then, within mere feet 
of the goal… he completely fumbled the ball.

I’ve read near-universal praise for how Snyder has wrapped up his Detective Comics run – and therein, 
the current run of Detective Comics in general since this is the last issue before the mighty re-boot next 
month. Yet, if I’m honest, I cannot help but be let down – the story was building to a wonderful 
conclusion and it falls utterly flat here, a missed opportunity that seems rushed and contrived.

We start with a long opening wherein this arc’s main villain, a young and wonderfully unhinged James 
Gordon, monologues to a captured Barbara gordon and soon, to an en route Dick Garyson/Batman. 
Dick is frantically searching out James’ location before it is too late and James is able to kill Babs. How 
will he kill Babs you ask? Well, in a somewhat clever and seemingly, unavoidably fatal way: he has 
stuck a knife into each of her thighs, both severing, and plugging her femoral arteries, he then does us 
the favor of explaining it will kill her within a matter of minutes if either knife is removed… this turns 
out… to not really be the case at all I guess, because when one is ultimately removed Babs has time to 
listen to Dick and James’ phone conversation, find a hiding place, attack James and then wait for Dick 
to come in, get a few punches of his own in and only then receive some medical attention, which 
amounts to Dick cauterizing her wounds with a bat gadget – but if it was an internal artery that was 
severed, then what good will cauterizing her wound do? But I digress because I’m willing to suspend 
my disbelief enough to assume Batman has a cauterizing kit that can go inside and cauterize an entire 
wound through (even though the artery would still be fucked as it wouldn’t be connected anymore! But 
let’s ignore that!)… because the real sticking point of this whole situation is that Dick – who had 
seemingly no hope of pinpointing James’ location, shows up immediately after they finish their phone 
conversation. How did he find James so damn quickly? Dues ex machina folks… Yes, as it turns out in 
an incredibly contrived bit of flashback re-plotting, Dick reveals that he “…injected a subdermal tracer 
into his palm, works on a cellular platform.” And thankfully, exactly when it was needed “…the signal 
kicked in moments ago.” Wow – that is incredibly coincidental and very useful for wrapping up this 
story in no time at all.

Now – let’s quickly discuss the character of James Gordon and his arc through this particular issue: 
First off, his long conversations with Barbara and Dick at the start of the book is quite nice, especially 
when he starts delving into his personal psychology, his lack of empathy and how he sees it as an 
evolutionary leap. Good, solid writing of a character with tons of potential. However, quickly thereafter 
he becomes a walking cliché. Babs even mentions how he’s just like the rest of the villains she’s seen, 
so perhaps this is a stylistic, narrative choice and is done purposefully – or maybe Snyder added this 
line in just to deflect the quick, downward spiral of an interesting personality into mediocre and 
middling character tropes – either way it is a disappointment to this reader. James even makes mention 
of the famous “Killing Joke” – implying he had a hand in planting the idea of attacking Barbara into 
the Joker’s head during a stay in Arkham when he was young. But no – he was just kidding, okay that 
was arbitrary then I guess – but hey – they referenced the Killing Joke! But the arbitrary events don’t 
end there, because soon Barabara stabs a knife into his eye socket. What does James do then? Nothing, 
absolutely nothing, he acts as if it’s a scrape. Excuse me – but you have a fucking knife stabbed into 



your eye. Isn’t your brain back there? Sure maybe the blade was too short to do any real damage, but 
I’m sure that kind of wound at least remotely slows down even the most crazed killers. This is then 
where Dick arrives as mentioned above.

The insanity doesn’t stop there though – because James flees as his dad arrives on the scene; good old 
Jim Gordon pumps a few bullets into his son then saves him from falling to his death. As he grasps his 
hand, pulling him to safety he recites this banality: “I’m not letting you go. Never again.” eesh, I  
cringed… the writing seems so far below Snyder’s usual level that I honestly feel like this whole issue 
was him just taking the piss; giving in and hastily wrapping things up in a rush to move on to the big 
Batbook waiting for him in the wings.

This was supposed to be the grand finale, the “bring down the house” issue that gave us the closure to 
all the character’s stories as far as this version of Detective Comics goes, but really it didn’t even seem 
to successfully wrap up the character’s stories from this single arc, let alone the book as a whole.

For instance, where do we leave Dick? He’s staying in Gotham because he has a big office building he 
probably won’t be able to sell. Okay…

Where do we leave Gordon? In the exact same place he was in before the story started. Okay…

Where do we leave Babs? Who knows, we never heard from her again after her thighs got cauterized. 
Okay…

Plotting wise, we’re simply left with a vague threat of James’ baby-poisoning scheme coming to 
fruition in a few decades.

But the biggest piss take of them all is where we leave James Gordon: in police custody, yet with the 
full knowledge that Dick and Bruce are Batmen. No danger in that right? It’s not like he’d tell anyone 
or expose the biggest secret in Gotham to anyone, I mean it’s not like he has anything against Batman, 
right? For fuck sakes…this is silly.

We do get the nice reveal that Jim knows Dick is/was Batman, so I’m sure that means, in turn he knows 
Bruce’s role as well and by association, Tim and Damian’s as well. About damn time there, I guess… 
but still is that enough of a bone? Not for me. Especially since that bit of intriguing and character 
defining continuity will most likely be erased completely by next issue’s re-boot.

The art in the book was great, per usual. I really enjoy Jock’s work and Francesco Francavilla’s 
contributions were very nice as well. Jock does make Dick look kind of odd and long in the face in 
certain panels when he is depicted sans cowl, but that’s a nitpick, because on a whole I find his work 
incredible… so there are no real complaints here, this was the one part of the book that still held up the 
high standard that the run started with.

In closing let me just say that I feel bad after spewing all that vitriol above – but honestly I like 
Snyder’s usual work and I am definitely more than excited to see him on the main Batman title – I will 
buy the shit out of the upcoming issues. This should all be seen as polite, respectful and constructive 
criticism in the end, despite my sometimes raucous tone above. I loved his run on ‘Tec as a whole and 
would still recommend it as a must read to anyone, it’s just that since he set such a standard, I decided 
to hold him to it until the very end. Unfortunately in my opinion the end didn’t live up to the rest of the 
run.

Keep in mind, I rated the last issue, #880, a perfect score of 5 out of 5 – so I had incredibly, perhaps, 
ridiculously high standards coming into this issue… but at the end of the day, regardless of what I was 
expecting the writing just had too many holes in it for me to enjoy on anything other than a very light 
level.
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Final score: 2 out of 5
UPDATE:
Scott Snyder is a helluva guy; he just reached out to me to tell me he was sorry it fell flat for me and  
thanked me for reading anyway. Just thought I’d add that tidbit. He’s one of the good ones, so don’t  
think my review is a knock on his overall skill or character in any way! I’ll say it again: I’ll be buying  
his upcoming Batman books without question because even when he misses he’s still better than a lot of  
the other writers out there!


